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the grains of which are well rounded and seem to average about
0-7 mm. in diameter. Some sands contain a mixture of colourless
and pale yellow-coloured quartz, and the general colour of the
sands is pinkish buff. A bright orange sand from 'Ain Sala, con-
sisting almost entirely of very well rounded millimetre grains of
quartz, is an exception. Nearly every sample examined contained
minute grains of limestone, the prevalence of which in these
sands was first noticed in Mr. Bertram Thomas' collection. The
limestone grains are both white and brown, and are usually among
the finer constituents averaging 0-07 mm. in diameter. Some-
times, however, the sands include pellets of the white ' chalky'
sandstones, and of the drab or grey limestones which measure
2 or 3 millimetres across. The heavy minerals of the sands have
not been determined, but the green glauconite noted in Mr.
Bertram Thomas' specimens appears frequently as isolated
grains. Rounded grains of felspar are frequently observed.
From a mineralogical point of view the * singing sand ' of Naifa
presents no peculiar characters. It consists mainly of quartz as
clean well rounded grains averaging 0*3 mm. in diameter, the
largest reaching 0-7 mm. In addition to quartz there are small
white and brown grains of limestone and occasional grains of
felspar.
(e). Surface formations.
Calcium carbonate.—Calcareous concretions occur in various
forms at most localities on Mr. Philby's route between *Arn
Sala and Hawaya. Outside these limits they were collected also
at Raqqat al Shalfa, Tuwairifa, Umm al Hadid and Bani Zainan.
For the purpose of description one can divide them roughly into
three kinds:
(1). Patches of extremely irregular shape probably formed in
the sands by the seeping upwards of calcareous solutions. When
the sand is carried away they remain as hard masses, often some-
what polished by the wind. Some take on a shiny grey coat or
rind and then look like very cellular pieces of coke.
(2). Hard crusts formed on the surface of limestone or sand.
The rock within, softened by weathering, may ultimately be
carried away, leaving only the hollow calcareous crusts or flat
platy fragments.
(3). Tubular concretions. These are often quite straight and
reach about 1 cm. in diameter. Rarely they are curved like roots.
Usually they are hollow. They have probably been formed
round stems or roots of plants in the sand. They are not common
in the collection but are represented by specimens from between
Hadh abu Khashba and Hawaya.

